In the past two decades there has been a drastic change in the way homeowners
take care of their lawns. There are so many different makes and models of lawnmowers
out there with different specifications, cutting decks and attachments. Not all Lawns are
the same shape, size or maintenance level, but how do you know when choosing a
lawnmower, which will be best for your lawn care needs? This will help narrow down the
choices for your lawn care needs.
Let’s begin by going back to the first series of lawnmowers with the basic pushmower. The push mower has now been divided into four different categories, Manual,
Push and propelled, HD 22+ and All-Wheel Drive.

All-Wheel Drive
Husqvarna all-wheel-drive (AWD) mowers provide users with balance and power to all
four wheels on hills, uneven terrain and other tough mowing conditions, Featuring 22”
heavy-duty steel decks, powerful engine and a 3-in-1 cutting system so you can bag,
mulch and side discharge grass clippings. Revolutionary cutting height adjustment, a
water hose connector for easy cleaning of the deck and comfort grip control bail are just
some of the reasons why Husqvarna AWD mowers take lawn care to a whole new level
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Powerful Engines
Revolutionary Height Adjusters
Large Dust Blocking Bag
Aggressive Tread Wheels
Convenient Folding Handle

HD 22+ Series
Our range of lawnmowers offers the innovative ergonomics, durability and performance
you’ve come to expect from Husqvarna. Versatile features, like the 3-in-1 cutting system
give you the option to bag, mulch or discharge clippings, and powerful engines provide
smooth and comfortable operation. These high-capacity machines feature advances air
flow technology that helps fill the collector bag to the optimum level, for a cleaner result.
Husqvarna HD series mowers feature cutting decks that are 17% thicker and cutting
blades that are 10% thicker.
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Powerful Engines
Heavy-duty Fabricated Cutting Deck
Wide 22” Cutting Deck
Rear-Wheel-Drive

Push & Propelled
Whether you want a push mower or a self-propelled, Husqvarna has a wide range of
options to choose from. What they all have in colon is durable design and advances
flow cutting technology that helps fill the collector bad to the optimum level, for a cleaner
result. They’re also equipped with a heavy-duty steel deck, powerful engine and blade
stop, which allows you to empty the bag while the engine is running. Ideal for
homeowners and professionals, there’s a Husqvarna mower that suits you and your
property perfectly.
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Powerful Engines
Rear and Side Discharge
Air Flow Cutting Technology
3-in-1 Cutting System

Manual
Simple, effective and environmentally friendly.
ü Sturdy, durable wheels are easy to roll
ü Extra-hardened reel blade and bed knife for excellent cutting performance and
maximum durability
ü Maneuverability allows you to unlock the rear wheels for full-steering to create
unique, curved bed shapes, or lock the rear wheels to ensure a straight edge
every time.

